THESE are words that got a TN
principal suspended | Glenn Beck
Memphis-area high school principal Barton Thorne was suspended by Shelby
County School administrators in January after speaking with his students about the
dangers of cancel culture. “I want you to understand the problem that’s going to
face you and your generation if there is no longer a marketplace, a free exchange
of ideas,” he told them, urging the students to engage in respectful conversations
with those who hold differing opinions. Glenn reads the rest of Thorne’s words,
and then he discusses with Thorne’s attorney, Daniel Suhr from the Liberty Justice
Center, about how the district administrators can use their IMMENSE mistake as a
teaching moment for the students under their charge.
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McEnany
rips
Biden’s
‘Neanderthal’ remark: This is what
Democrats do
Fox News analyst Kayleigh McEnany discusses Biden, Psaki, and GOP concerns
over the coronavirus bill.
Subscribe to Fox News! https://bit.ly/2vaBUvAS Watch more Fox News Video:
http://video.foxnews.com Watch Fox News Channel Live:

http://www.foxnewsgo.com/

Great Reset’s ESG ‘Credit Scores’
could affect EVERY aspect of your
life
Glenn explains how The Great Reset may soon influence EVERY financial aspect of
your life — from car loans, business loans, mortgages, and more. It’s all thanks to
the partnership between America’s biggest banks, the federal government, and
global groups like the World Economic Forum…and it has already begun: The
Heartland Institute’s Justin Haskins describes how Merrill Lynch now assigns ESG
credit scores for customers. It may not affect you yet. But soon, a low score —
based on things like products you buy or how much electricity you use — could
SIGNIFICANTLY impact your life.
Watch Glenn’s full TV episode on this now, only at BlazeTV.com. ► Click HERE to
subscribe to Glenn Beck https://bit.ly/2UVLqhL ►Click HERE to subscribe to
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Gingrich: Democrats ‘sprint to

radicalism’ before they lose House
in 2022
Former House Speaker says Democrats are trying to create an ‘alternate America’
on ‘Tucker Carlson Tonight.’ #FoxNews #Tucker
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What do enormous layers of coal
reveal about Noah’s Flood? – Dr.
Kurt Wise
Taken from “Beyond Is Genesis History? Vol 1 : Rocks & Fossils.”
Check it out on our website: http://bit.ly/BIGH-1 After you’ve watched the
documentary film and want to learn more, this is your next step. Explore the
impact of the global flood on the Earth in these 20 new videos featuring scientists
from the film. ☞
Purchase all three in the series here: https://bit.ly/BIGH-Set In this muchrequested video, Del Tackett follows paleontologist Kurt Wise into the air shaft of
an old coal mine in the Pocket Wilderness (Tennessee) where they discuss the
origin of coal. Dr. Wise explains how the conventional model of coal formation in
swamps is insufficient for explaining the coal beds we actually see. He talks about
research done by Steve Austin in terms of floating log mats. Dr. Wise earned his
BA in geology from the University of Chicago, and his MA and PhD degrees in

paleontology from Harvard University. He founded and directed the Center for
Origins Research at Bryan College and taught biology there for 17 years. He then
led the Center for Theology and Science at the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary for 3 years, before founding and directing the Center for Creation
Research and teaching biology at Truett McConnell University for the last 7 years.
His fieldwork has included research in early Flood rocks in the Death Valley
region, late Flood rocks in Wyoming, and post-Flood caves in Tennessee. For more
information on Dr. Kurt Wise, please go to https://bit.ly/2zUN3U9.

